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INNOVATION FRONTIERS

Stevens faculty seek answers to tough questions

Research Driven

The U.S. logging industry ships $95 billion in containers of logs  
overseas annually — but at a great cost to the environment. The 
industry relies on the use of approximately ten million tons of 
methyl bromide (MeBr) — an ozone-depleting neurotoxin — in 
the shipping process each year, about half of which is released 

into the atmosphere.

Adeniyi Lawal, department chair and professor of chemical engineering 
at Stevens, has invented a way to convert MeBr into a profitable prod-
uct — making it possible to cut the release of MeBr into the atmosphere 
to a negligible amount. He has applied for a patent on the research and 
partnered with the company Aeros Environmental to bring this technolo-
gy to the market.

Lawal’s new process converts the harmful gas into a safe and valuable 
byproduct (KBr, a metal halide), a commercial chemical with broad ap-
plications in medicine, both human and veterinary, among other uses. He 
has successfully demonstrated this process — which is both inexpensive 
and scalable — in the lab.

What’s more, at 77 cents per pound, the sale of this byproduct will more 
than pay for the cost of the chemicals used in this process, resulting in a 
sizable profit. Lawal and his corporate partner see it truly as a win–win, 
both for the environment and for business. — Kyla Buckingham

How can machine 
learning evaluate  
corporate culture?
Feng Mai

How much can be de-
duced about a com-
pany's future from 
the way it talks about 
itself? Quite a lot, ac-

cording to information 
systems assistant pro-

fessor Feng Mai, who has developed 
a semi-supervised machine learning 
approach to measuring culture from 
corporate disclosures.

Conducting one of the first studies  
of its kind, Mai applied word-em-
bedding modeling to Q&A sections 
of more than 200,000 earnings call 
transcripts over a seven-year period. 
This deep learning approach employs 
an artificial neural network to parse 
context, quantifying both the syntax 
and semantics of linguistic expres-
sions. Using seed words to represent 
each of five cultural values, the re-
sulting dictionary is used to score for 
innovation, integrity, quality, respect 
and teamwork.

With findings forthcoming in The 
Review of Financial Studies, Mai and 
his team from the Stevens School of 
Business demonstrate how stronger 
corporate cultures correlate with bet-
ter long-term business outcomes and 
greater resilience during crises. In a 
subsequent working paper, Mai shows 
that, during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
companies with stronger cultures 
were more likely than their peers to 
support their local communities, pivot 
to digital technology and develop 
new products without aggressively 
cutting costs.

Mai's findings may help inform inves-
tor and employee decision-making, 
and the system can be adapted for 
use in other sectors. — Kellie Walsh

W
hat is happening in Stevens research today? Plenty. Here’s a look across the uni-
versity’s four schools, at some of the important work being done — by some of 
our outstanding faculty — in areas that will have an impact on the future. As they 
ask many questions and pursue solutions, the work of these researchers shares a 

common theme: a drive to make the world a better place. 

Can the logging industry be more  
environmentally friendly?
Adeniyi Lawal 
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	150 
	150 
	150 
	YEARS OF MEETING CHALLENGES, FINDING SOLUTIONS — AND EMBRACING 
	THE FUTURE


	At this extraordinary time in our university’s 
	At this extraordinary time in our university’s 
	At this extraordinary time in our university’s 
	150-year history and as our country emerges 
	from the global coronavirus pandemic, I am both 
	grateful for the community that is Stevens and 
	optimistic about our future.  

	We will never forget the serious challenges of 
	We will never forget the serious challenges of 
	the recent past that have directly affected so many 
	among us. We have met these challenges with 
	the signature qualities of Stevens: resiliency, in
	-
	genuity, and a persistent drive to solve problems. 
	Like our extraordinary alumni, many of whom 
	have been on the front lines of the COVID-19 
	battle, our community has truly exemplified our 
	university’s motto, 
	Per aspera ad astra
	. We have 
	worked to find solutions to novel problems while 
	maintaining our focus on providing a stellar technological education 
	for our students and conducting pioneering research, both in our labo
	-
	ratories and remotely. 

	This moment will also be remembered as a part of our university’s 
	This moment will also be remembered as a part of our university’s 
	history — you will see it documented on the timeline that accompanies 
	this special, expanded sesquicentennial issue of 
	The Indicator
	. This 
	issue both honors the past and looks forward to the future. Founded in 
	1870 as the first college of mechanical engineering in the U.S., Stevens 
	continues to celebrate this significant milestone through the 2020-21 
	academic year. Although we kicked off our celebration in February 
	2020 with Founder’s Day events, our planned activities were scaled 
	back significantly due to COVID-19 restrictions. I am hopeful that the 
	continued vaccine availability across the country and the world will 
	enable us to plan a joyous, in-person celebration soon. 

	Despite a year of pandemic-related challenges, there is much good 
	Despite a year of pandemic-related challenges, there is much good 
	news to share from Castle Point. First and foremost, the measures we have 
	taken to promote a safe and healthy campus have been working, with cam
	-
	pus positivity rates relatively low to date. And, in spite of a global pandem
	-
	ic, enrollment is higher than at any point in university history. Sponsored 
	research awards are also at an all-time high, and our faculty are tackling 
	important problems of global significance.  Construction of the University 
	Center Complex, the largest construction project in Stevens’ history, is 
	progressing apace, and this magnificent new campus hub is set to open in 
	spring 2022. And, thanks to the pride, participation, and generosity of so 
	many alumni and friends, we have made incredible progress in our $200 
	million comprehensive campaign, 
	The Power of Stevens
	. Across nearly 
	all areas of the university, Stevens has made substantial progress on our 
	10-year strategic plan (now in Year 9, see stevens.edu/strategy), and we are 
	preparing for our next plan, which will span 2022-2032. Indeed, Stevens is 
	prepared to continue its steep upward trajectory post-pandemic. 

	In the context of this unprecedented year and in honor of our 
	In the context of this unprecedented year and in honor of our 
	sesquicentennial anniversary, the theme of this special issue of 
	The 
	Indicator
	 is certainly fitting and inspiring. This 
	issue explores various “frontiers” — inflection 
	points where we have stood at the precipice of 
	uncharted territory and chosen to persevere. 
	It looks at Stevens’ history and our current 
	momentum — from research, innovation, and 
	infrastructure to the very personal challenges 
	confronted by some of our alumni. The Stevens 
	story is best told through its people — our 
	alumni who have made their mark in a wide 
	variety of industries; our faculty who have 
	inspired generations of students and developed 
	innovations that have advanced the frontiers of 
	knowledge; our administration and staff, who 
	dedicate themselves to strengthening Stevens 
	for our students; and importantly, our students, who are the hope and 
	the promise of the future.

	You will meet extraordinary people in this issue, like the late James 
	You will meet extraordinary people in this issue, like the late James 
	Braxton ’37 Hon. D. Eng. ’87, the second Black student to graduate 
	from Stevens and an innovator in affordable and equitable housing in 
	Chicago who marched with the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; some 
	inspiring members of the first class of women, who are marking the 
	50
	th
	 anniversary of the admission of undergraduate women to Stevens; 
	faculty from across the university who are tackling some of the world’s 
	greatest challenges; outstanding students who are fulfilling their prom
	-
	ise at Stevens; and young alumni who are already making a positive 
	impact on the world.

	In these pages, you will also witness the amazing physical transfor
	In these pages, you will also witness the amazing physical transfor
	-
	mation of the Stevens campus over the decades, as well as changes in our 
	university’s hometown of Hoboken. We salute our benefactors whose gen
	-
	erosity helps to ensure a stellar technological education for generations of 
	students. And we consider the future of Stevens, and of higher education 
	itself. (For additional stories that celebrate our university’s past, present, 
	and bright future, please visit 
	Stevens150.com
	.)

	I want to personally thank each member of our remarkable Stevens 
	I want to personally thank each member of our remarkable Stevens 
	community and extend my profound appreciation for your support and 
	for your response to an unparalleled set of challenges. I wish each of 
	you good health and good fortune, and I look forward to seeing you on 
	campus in the near future.  

	Per aspera ad astra,
	Per aspera ad astra,

	Nariman Farvardin
	Nariman Farvardin

	President, Stevens Institute of Technology
	President, Stevens Institute of Technology

	president@stevens.edu
	president@stevens.edu

	201-216-5213
	201-216-5213
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	A
	A
	s we work to put the finishing touches on this issue, it is early April 2021. It has now been more 
	than 365 days since the COVID-19 pandemic first turned our world upside down. Though this 
	last year has been challenging, it has also reminded us of how much we have to be thankful for. A quick 
	read through this issue’s alumni logs reveals the bravery and resilience of Stevens graduates. Some 
	have pivoted to new opportunities, built virtual connections and taken up unexpected hobbies during 
	quarantine. Others have worked and volunteered on the front lines, serving their communities in 
	healthcare professions or as essential service personnel. However you have been weathering the storm, 
	it is our sincere hope that you and your loved ones continue to be safe and healthy.

	We are also thankful to have a cause for celebration — Stevens’ sesquicentennial. While many of 
	We are also thankful to have a cause for celebration — Stevens’ sesquicentennial. While many of 
	our anniversary events became virtual or have been postponed, we always envisioned this special 
	150
	th
	 anniversary issue of 
	The Indicator
	 as a celebration that you can hold in your hands, no matter 
	where you are. We hope that this supersized issue jam-packed with Stevens history, alumni stories and 
	future-focused research, transports you back to Castle Point and fills you with pride. 

	This issue has truly been a group effort, bringing together staff members from across the university 
	This issue has truly been a group effort, bringing together staff members from across the university 
	to paint a rich, comprehensive portrait of Stevens’ past 150 years and its vision for the future. We would 
	like to extend a special thank you to our colleagues in the Samuel C. Williams Library and Archives & 
	Special Collections whose expert knowledge of university history has been invaluable to this project.


	Governmental Recognition on Stevens’ 
	Governmental Recognition on Stevens’ 
	Governmental Recognition on Stevens’ 
	150
	th
	 Anniversary

	In celebration of the university’s sesquicentennial, 
	In celebration of the university’s sesquicentennial, 
	Stevens has received numerous proclamations, letters and 
	other honors from government officials at the federal, state 
	and local levels. Here, we share a selection of quotes from 
	these documents.

	“It is no exaggeration to say that Stevens has changed and 
	“It is no exaggeration to say that Stevens has changed and 
	improved the way we live, work, and communicate, greatly 
	benefitting society.” — 
	U.S. Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ)
	 

	“Your steadfast commitment to education will help 
	“Your steadfast commitment to education will help 
	strengthen New Jersey’s academic community for gener
	-
	ations to come … thank you for your commitment to our 
	students and our state.” 
	— U.S. Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ)

	“… Stevens Institute of Technology contributes greatly 
	“… Stevens Institute of Technology contributes greatly 
	to the local, state and national economy and community 
	through the Institute’s development of human capital, 
	technology innovation and commercialization efforts, 
	capital projects, research and in-kind service and volunteer 
	activities, to name a fraction of the university’s monumen
	-
	tal contributions.” 
	— New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy


	Figure
	President Farvardin accepted a proclamation from the N.J. State Legislature from Assemblywoman Annette Chaparro at the Founder's Day Soiree, Feb. 21, 2020.
	President Farvardin accepted a proclamation from the N.J. State Legislature from Assemblywoman Annette Chaparro at the Founder's Day Soiree, Feb. 21, 2020.
	-


	Share Your COVID-19 Experiences
	Share Your COVID-19 Experiences
	Share Your COVID-19 Experiences

	The Archives & Special Collections of the Samuel C. 
	The Archives & Special Collections of the Samuel C. 
	Williams Library is collecting writings, photographs, 
	audio-visual materials and other digital materials to 
	document the experiences of Stevens students, alum
	-
	ni, faculty and staff impacted by the ongoing situation 
	surrounding COVID-19. 

	We hope this research collection will accurately 
	We hope this research collection will accurately 
	reflect how our community reacted to and navigated 
	this unprecedented period in history. To participate, 
	please visit
	 
	library.stevens.edu/shareyourstory


	Your Vote Counts!
	Your Vote Counts!
	Your Vote Counts!

	Don’t forget to cast your vote in the 
	Don’t forget to cast your vote in the 
	Stevens Alumni Association 2021 
	Board of Directors Election. Please 
	visit 
	connect.stevens.edu/saavote
	 
	to learn more or to request a paper 
	ballot in the event you do not have 
	the ability to vote online. Voting will 
	close on Saturday, June 5, 2021, at 
	11:59 p.m. ET.
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	Stevens Through The Years
	Stevens Through The Years
	Stevens Through The Years


	Fraternities are first introduced on campus, including Theta Xi (technically the first fraternity at Stevens), Sigma Theta Pi (discontinued in 1875) and Delta Tau Delta.
	Fraternities are first introduced on campus, including Theta Xi (technically the first fraternity at Stevens), Sigma Theta Pi (discontinued in 1875) and Delta Tau Delta.
	 


	n 1868 Edwin A. Stevens died, leaving behind funds and a block of land adjoining his estate on Castle Point for the establishment of a university in his family’s name. His wife, Martha Bayard Dod Stevens, was instrumental in directing that bequest to found Stevens Institute of Technology. In the 150 years that have followed, the university has grown exponentially. Here are some highlights from throughout Stevens’ history so far.
	n 1868 Edwin A. Stevens died, leaving behind funds and a block of land adjoining his estate on Castle Point for the establishment of a university in his family’s name. His wife, Martha Bayard Dod Stevens, was instrumental in directing that bequest to found Stevens Institute of Technology. In the 150 years that have followed, the university has grown exponentially. Here are some highlights from throughout Stevens’ history so far.
	I
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	1884
	1884
	1884


	1874
	1874
	1874


	Stevens Institute of Technology is officially established on February 15, 1870, through an act of incorporation. 
	Stevens Institute of Technology is officially established on February 15, 1870, through an act of incorporation. 

	DR. HENRY MORTON is chosen as the first president of Stevens.
	DR. HENRY MORTON is chosen as the first president of Stevens.
	 


	Figure
	Figure
	The first meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers is held on April 7, 1880, in Edwin A. Stevens Hall, formerly known as the Administrative Building. Stevens  mechanical engineering professor Robert H. Thurston serves as its first president.
	The first meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers is held on April 7, 1880, in Edwin A. Stevens Hall, formerly known as the Administrative Building. Stevens  mechanical engineering professor Robert H. Thurston serves as its first president.
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Varsity football team is formed. Later abolished in 1925 as a Stevens intercollegiate sport due to student injuries. 
	Varsity football team is formed. Later abolished in 1925 as a Stevens intercollegiate sport due to student injuries. 

	1873
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	Figure
	The Stevens Alumni Association is organized.
	The Stevens Alumni Association is organized.

	Baseball team is organized.
	Baseball team is organized.

	1873
	1873
	1873


	Stevens graduates its first class in June 1873; it consists of one student, J. Augustus Henderson. Henderson becomes the first person in the United States to receive the legal degree of mechanical engineer.
	Stevens graduates its first class in June 1873; it consists of one student, J. Augustus Henderson. Henderson becomes the first person in the United States to receive the legal degree of mechanical engineer.

	Stevens Glee Club is founded.
	Stevens Glee Club is founded.
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	The first issue of The Stevens Indicator is published as a student publication. Later, it is published by the Stevens Alumni Association as Stevens’ official alumni magazine.
	The first issue of The Stevens Indicator is published as a student publication. Later, it is published by the Stevens Alumni Association as Stevens’ official alumni magazine.

	The First Student Council is formed. It later becomes the Student Government Association in 1997.
	The First Student Council is formed. It later becomes the Student Government Association in 1997.

	Stevens Dramatic Society holds its first meeting on December 16, 1910. 
	Stevens Dramatic Society holds its first meeting on December 16, 1910. 

	Gear and Triangle Honor Society is formed as a “non-secret honorary society founded on the principle that honor, fellowship, spirit, and active loyalty are essential qualities of the true Stevens man and successful engineer.”
	Gear and Triangle Honor Society is formed as a “non-secret honorary society founded on the principle that honor, fellowship, spirit, and active loyalty are essential qualities of the true Stevens man and successful engineer.”
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	1912
	1912
	1912


	The first intercollegiate lacrosse program is started at Stevens. Today, it is the oldest continuously running lacrosse program in the country.
	The first intercollegiate lacrosse program is started at Stevens. Today, it is the oldest continuously running lacrosse program in the country.

	Stevens is placed under control of the War Department during World War I. An Army section of the Student Army Training Corps, as well as a Navy unit for the Steam Engineering School, are established on campus.
	Stevens is placed under control of the War Department during World War I. An Army section of the Student Army Training Corps, as well as a Navy unit for the Steam Engineering School, are established on campus.
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	ALEXANDER C. HUMPHREYS becomes the second president of Stevens.
	ALEXANDER C. HUMPHREYS becomes the second president of Stevens.
	 


	First Alumni Day is held on June 9, 1908. 
	First Alumni Day is held on June 9, 1908. 

	First issue of the student newspaper, The Stute, is published on September 23, 1904.
	First issue of the student newspaper, The Stute, is published on September 23, 1904.
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	Figure
	1915
	1915
	1915


	Lt. Ernest John Munby, Class of 1897, becomes the first Stevens man killed in action during World War I. Munby was an Englishman who volunteered for active service in 1914 and received his commission in the Royal Engineers. 
	Lt. Ernest John Munby, Class of 1897, becomes the first Stevens man killed in action during World War I. Munby was an Englishman who volunteered for active service in 1914 and received his commission in the Royal Engineers. 

	1908
	1908
	1908


	Noted businessman and philanthropist Andew Carnegie joins the Stevens Board of Trustees. He served until his death in 1919. 
	Noted businessman and philanthropist Andew Carnegie joins the Stevens Board of Trustees. He served until his death in 1919. 

	Stevens Honor System is formally adopted.
	Stevens Honor System is formally adopted.
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	Figure
	TIMELINE
	TIMELINE

	First graduate courses are offered by the college in industrial engineering, electrical engineering, civil engineering, organic chemistry and physical chemistry.
	First graduate courses are offered by the college in industrial engineering, electrical engineering, civil engineering, organic chemistry and physical chemistry.

	1930
	1930
	1930


	1930
	1930
	1930


	Randolph Montrose Smith becomes the first Black student to graduate from Stevens.
	Randolph Montrose Smith becomes the first Black student to graduate from Stevens.

	Hoxie House built as a residence for the school’s president as a gift of William D. Hoxie, Class of 1889. Hoxie House still serves as the residence of Stevens’ presidents.
	Hoxie House built as a residence for the school’s president as a gift of William D. Hoxie, Class of 1889. Hoxie House still serves as the residence of Stevens’ presidents.

	The Navy College Training Program (V-12 program) begins, to train students to become naval engineering officers for the war effort. Stevens’ pre-war curriculum is reinstated in 1944.
	The Navy College Training Program (V-12 program) begins, to train students to become naval engineering officers for the war effort. Stevens’ pre-war curriculum is reinstated in 1944.
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	1928
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	1928


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	DR. HARVEY DAVIS becomes the third president of Stevens. 
	DR. HARVEY DAVIS becomes the third president of Stevens. 
	 
	 


	The John W. Lieb Memorial Collection of Leonardo da Vinci is presented to Stevens by businessman Samuel Insull. The collection comprises a number of rare books, facsimiles and prints on the life of Leonardo da Vinci collected by John W. Lieb Class of 1880 Hon. D.Eng. 1921. 
	The John W. Lieb Memorial Collection of Leonardo da Vinci is presented to Stevens by businessman Samuel Insull. The collection comprises a number of rare books, facsimiles and prints on the life of Leonardo da Vinci collected by John W. Lieb Class of 1880 Hon. D.Eng. 1921. 

	Experimental Towing Tank #1 is completed and housed in the Navy Building as a laboratory and research center for scale-model experiments for marine vessels. Program is later expanded and the facility is renamed the Davidson Laboratory in 1959 in honor of its founder, professor Kenneth Davidson. 
	Experimental Towing Tank #1 is completed and housed in the Navy Building as a laboratory and research center for scale-model experiments for marine vessels. Program is later expanded and the facility is renamed the Davidson Laboratory in 1959 in honor of its founder, professor Kenneth Davidson. 
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	Figure
	1938
	1938
	1938


	The tradition of freshmen wearing “dinks” begins in 1931. It was discontinued in 1969.
	The tradition of freshmen wearing “dinks” begins in 1931. It was discontinued in 1969.

	First female students take graduate courses at Stevens. 
	First female students take graduate courses at Stevens. 

	8   THE STEVENS INDICATOR
	8   THE STEVENS INDICATOR
	8   THE STEVENS INDICATOR


	The mandatory summer camp for Stevens students after freshman year, officially known as the Stevens Civil Engineering Camp, (affectionately known as “Jonhsonburg”), held its first session in 1930 and continued every summer through 1955.
	The mandatory summer camp for Stevens students after freshman year, officially known as the Stevens Civil Engineering Camp, (affectionately known as “Jonhsonburg”), held its first session in 1930 and continued every summer through 1955.

	The Stevens Technical Enrichment Program (STEP) is created to “expand access to engineering and science to minorities” and to increase the pool of underrepresented students in these fields. It is one of the first programs of its kind in the country. Catch a conversation between a STEP alumnus and a current STEP student on page 42.
	The Stevens Technical Enrichment Program (STEP) is created to “expand access to engineering and science to minorities” and to increase the pool of underrepresented students in these fields. It is one of the first programs of its kind in the country. Catch a conversation between a STEP alumnus and a current STEP student on page 42.

	Castle Stevens demolished to make room for new Stevens Center Building (now the Wesley J. Howe Center). Read more about The Castle on page 104. 
	Castle Stevens demolished to make room for new Stevens Center Building (now the Wesley J. Howe Center). Read more about The Castle on page 104. 

	Figure
	1959
	1959
	1959


	The first campus radio station, WSRN, goes on the air on December 7, 1959, at 730 kHz. The station becomes WCPR in 1967.
	The first campus radio station, WSRN, goes on the air on December 7, 1959, at 730 kHz. The station becomes WCPR in 1967.

	DR. JESS H. DAVIS becomes the fourth president of Stevens.
	DR. JESS H. DAVIS becomes the fourth president of Stevens.
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Emmi Hauser Fischl, a Holocaust survivor, becomes the first female professor at Stevens. She spends her career in the Department of Physics.
	Emmi Hauser Fischl, a Holocaust survivor, becomes the first female professor at Stevens. She spends her career in the Department of Physics.

	In April 1964, famed sculptor Anna Hyatt Huntington presents her 3,400-pound, cast-aluminum sculpture, “The Torch Bearers,” to Stevens.
	In April 1964, famed sculptor Anna Hyatt Huntington presents her 3,400-pound, cast-aluminum sculpture, “The Torch Bearers,” to Stevens.

	1961
	1961
	1961


	S.S. Stevens is converted for use as a “floating dormitory.” The ship, formerly the luxury cruise liner, Exochorda, is used as a dormitory for upperclassmen from 1967 to 1975. Read more about life aboard the S.S. Stevens on page 30.
	S.S. Stevens is converted for use as a “floating dormitory.” The ship, formerly the luxury cruise liner, Exochorda, is used as a dormitory for upperclassmen from 1967 to 1975. Read more about life aboard the S.S. Stevens on page 30.

	Figure
	The Latin American Association first organizes in 1961. It was recognized by the Student Council as an official student organization in 1962.
	The Latin American Association first organizes in 1961. It was recognized by the Student Council as an official student organization in 1962.
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	CIESE (Center for Innovation in Engineering and Science Education) is established to leverage and strengthen STEM disciplinary and pedagogical expertise through research on teaching and learning, professional development for educators and curriculum design.
	CIESE (Center for Innovation in Engineering and Science Education) is established to leverage and strengthen STEM disciplinary and pedagogical expertise through research on teaching and learning, professional development for educators and curriculum design.
	CIESE (Center for Innovation in Engineering and Science Education) is established to leverage and strengthen STEM disciplinary and pedagogical expertise through research on teaching and learning, professional development for educators and curriculum design.

	TIMELINE
	TIMELINE

	Figure
	Led by coach Linda Vollkommer-Lynch Hon. M.Eng. ‘04, fencing becomes the first women’s varsity sport at Stevens. Linda continues to coach women’s fencing today.
	Led by coach Linda Vollkommer-Lynch Hon. M.Eng. ‘04, fencing becomes the first women’s varsity sport at Stevens. Linda continues to coach women’s fencing today.

	Frederick Reines ’39, M.S. ’41, Hon. D.Eng. ’84 wins the Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of the neutrino. A profile of Reines appears on page 50. 
	Frederick Reines ’39, M.S. ’41, Hon. D.Eng. ’84 wins the Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of the neutrino. A profile of Reines appears on page 50. 

	1974
	1974
	1974


	1988
	1988
	1988


	Nineteen women enroll as the first female undergraduates at Stevens, giving life to a new era. Read accounts from the first female undergraduates on page 44. 
	Nineteen women enroll as the first female undergraduates at Stevens, giving life to a new era. Read accounts from the first female undergraduates on page 44. 

	Figure
	DR. HAROLD J. RAVECHÉ becomes the sixth president of Stevens. 
	DR. HAROLD J. RAVECHÉ becomes the sixth president of Stevens. 

	Figure
	Delta Zeta Chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma sorority is established on February 27, 1982, as the first sorority on campus.
	Delta Zeta Chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma sorority is established on February 27, 1982, as the first sorority on campus.
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	DR. KENNETH ROGERS becomes the fifth president of Stevens.
	DR. KENNETH ROGERS becomes the fifth president of Stevens.

	Stevens is named the 2008 Eastern College Athletic Conference Jostens Institution of the Year. Stevens wins the award a second time in 2013, selected from more than 300 Division I, II and III programs across the U.S.
	Stevens is named the 2008 Eastern College Athletic Conference Jostens Institution of the Year. Stevens wins the award a second time in 2013, selected from more than 300 Division I, II and III programs across the U.S.

	Sheila Banks becomes the first Black woman to graduate from Stevens.
	Sheila Banks becomes the first Black woman to graduate from Stevens.
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	Figure
	2009
	2009
	2009


	Lenore Schupak becomes the first woman to earn an undergraduate degree from Stevens on May 24, 1974. She was among the first women admitted in 1971 and completed her studies in just three years.
	Lenore Schupak becomes the first woman to earn an undergraduate degree from Stevens on May 24, 1974. She was among the first women admitted in 1971 and completed her studies in just three years.

	The university launches The Power of Stevens, the largest fundraising campaign in Stevens’ history. With an initial $150 million goal achieved in 2018, the campaign was extended and increased its goal to $200 million.
	The university launches The Power of Stevens, the largest fundraising campaign in Stevens’ history. With an initial $150 million goal achieved in 2018, the campaign was extended and increased its goal to $200 million.

	Davidson Lab assists with the emergency landing of US Airways Flight 1549 on the Hudson River — “Miracle on the Hudson” — on January 15, 2009.
	Davidson Lab assists with the emergency landing of US Airways Flight 1549 on the Hudson River — “Miracle on the Hudson” — on January 15, 2009.

	10   THE STEVENS INDICATOR
	10   THE STEVENS INDICATOR
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	A. James Clark Scholars Program established at Stevens to provide financial support to exceptional students underrepresented in STEM.
	A. James Clark Scholars Program established at Stevens to provide financial support to exceptional students underrepresented in STEM.

	President Farvardin selected by Carnegie Corporation of New York to receive the Academic Leadership Award. 
	President Farvardin selected by Carnegie Corporation of New York to receive the Academic Leadership Award. 

	The Stevens Men’s Volleyball Team wins the NCAA Division III Men’s Volleyball Tournament in a 3-0 sweep over Springfield College. It’s Stevens’ first NCAA team national championship in university history.
	The Stevens Men’s Volleyball Team wins the NCAA Division III Men’s Volleyball Tournament in a 3-0 sweep over Springfield College. It’s Stevens’ first NCAA team national championship in university history.
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	2017


	Hundreds turn out for Stevens’ Founder’s Day events, on February 21, to kick off the university’s sesquicentennial celebration. 
	Hundreds turn out for Stevens’ Founder’s Day events, on February 21, to kick off the university’s sesquicentennial celebration. 
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	2015


	Dr. Jean Zu becomes the first female dean of the Charles V. Schaefer, Jr. School of Engineering & Science.
	Dr. Jean Zu becomes the first female dean of the Charles V. Schaefer, Jr. School of Engineering & Science.

	Virginia Ruesterholz ’83, Hon. D.Eng. ’08 becomes the first female chair of the Stevens Board of Trustees on May 1, 2013.
	Virginia Ruesterholz ’83, Hon. D.Eng. ’08 becomes the first female chair of the Stevens Board of Trustees on May 1, 2013.

	SU+RE HOUSE, an energy-efficient, storm-resilient solar home built by a team of Stevens students, wins the international Solar Decathlon, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
	SU+RE HOUSE, an energy-efficient, storm-resilient solar home built by a team of Stevens students, wins the international Solar Decathlon, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	 DR. NARIMAN FARVARDIN takes office on July 1, 2011, as the seventh president of Stevens. 
	 DR. NARIMAN FARVARDIN takes office on July 1, 2011, as the seventh president of Stevens. 
	 
	 


	Stevens receives the ACE/Fidelity Investments Award for Institutional Transformation in recognition of its innovative and creative response to higher education challenges and achievement of dramatic change.
	Stevens receives the ACE/Fidelity Investments Award for Institutional Transformation in recognition of its innovative and creative response to higher education challenges and achievement of dramatic change.

	Stevens faculty, staff and students pivot to remote learning and operations due to the coronavirus pandemic in March. A comprehensive health and safety plan guided a phased return to campus beginning in August.
	Stevens faculty, staff and students pivot to remote learning and operations due to the coronavirus pandemic in March. A comprehensive health and safety plan guided a phased return to campus beginning in August.
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	FOR THE FUTURE
	FOR THE FUTURE
	FOR THE FUTURE

	Construction continues on the University Center Complex, the largest building project in Stevens’ history, which will transform life at Castle Point. The future landmark will open in spring 2022.
	 
	To view a more extensive timeline of Stevens’ history over its first 150 years, visit Stevens150.com.
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